### Option Parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For the Opening smaller than H3000</th>
<th>For the Scot Detection</th>
<th>For the Opening smaller than H6500</th>
<th>For the Explosion-proof Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>type D</td>
<td>type E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operation switch**

- 1PB/3PB Noncontact switch
- Rain-proof 1PB/3PB
- Pull switch
- Thin switch
- Loop coil sensor

**Vehicle detection sensor**
- In the floor type

**Explosion-proof Area**

- 3PB switch
- Pull switch
- Foot Switch

**Cold Storage**

- Photocell Sensor with the heater

**Emergency Power Supply**

- Backup Power Unit

**Color**

- Oyster white
- Aluminium
- Stainless HL
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Create the Space Value

Happy gate monban system contributes to reform of sense of workers, other than improvement of working environment.

Easy size change and relocation
Compact design suitable for change of layout or production line with productive efficiency, and for partition of factory for energy-savings. Easy size change and relocation can reduce the cost and time for factory modification.

Relocation by unit / Easy by changing power supply

Compact designed
40% compacter than the conventional model. Suitable for the entrance of the factory and office.

Controller is built in the frame or shutter box.
Space for installation of the controller is unnecessary. Controller built in the shutter box or side frame can realize space-saving and reduction of wiring.

Built-in the shutter box
Built-in the side frame

D 180 mm
H 240 mm

D 53 mm
H 50 mm

Size is different by the model.

Cold Storage
Clear Sheet for the low temperature
Soft and flexible sheet with high visibility in the low-temperature area

Installation Environment
-25°C

Prevent adhesion of the frost and water
Frost Prevention Function
Periodic operation prevents adhesion of the frost and water.

Explosion-proof Area
Driven and controlled by air only, with no electricity
All-air type is operated by air without electricity. Explosion-proof model can be installed in various kinds of explosion-proof area

Original Electrification-proof Nonflammable Sheet

Electrical resistance value of surface
10^9Ω

Only electrification-proof nonflammable sheet can be equipped with 0.15 - 2.0 x 3M ATEL.

Unit type Monban for incorporating facilities

Line up

Indoor
Lightweight / Slim / Compact Pipe-less Type

宽度 600 ~ 4500
高度 600 ~ 4500

Outdoor
Pipe type (Wind-resist model)

宽度 600 ~ 10000
高度 1000 ~ 6000

Cold Storage

宽度 800 ~ 3500
高度 1000 ~ 3500

Explosion-proof Area

宽度 800 ~ 4000
高度 2000 ~ 4000

Unit type Monban for incorporating facilities

BUILT-IN